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WPG INTELLI-GRIP® APP
THIS NEW ADDITION TO OUR 
PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY MAKES 
LIFTER MONITORING EASIER

Wood’s Powr-Grip is taking its exclusive 
Intelli-Grip® Technology to the next level 
with the introduction of a monitoring app 
for Android- and iOS-powered devices,
now available to download from the App 
Store and Google Play.

Better access to information
While you can find important information directly on 
a lifter's vacuum gauges and LCD screen, the app puts the same information at your fingertips — often in greater detail.

Safer workplace operation
Lifter information can now be viewed from greater distances by multiple people on a job site or in a production setting. 
For safety reasons, the app is designed only to monitor a lifter, not control it.

Keep up with Intelli-Grip® software improvements
Use the app to install software updates that improve lifter functionality.1

When used with an AC3 or DC3 lifter running software version 7.0 or later, the app enables smartphones 
and tablets to receive lifter information from up to 150 feet (45 meters) away. The app is ideal for:

• Lifter Operators, to monitor the lifter (status and sensor readings vital to safe operation).

• Supervisors, to monitor multiple lifters where more than one lifter is in use. 

• Crane Operators & Installers, to track important safety info in real time.

• Service Techs, to use diagnostic information to quickly resolve any problems encountered.

WHAT ARE THE 
BENEFITS OF THE APP?

WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM THE APP?

1 Requires lifter software version 7.0 (Android) or newer (iOS). Earlier versions can be updated using WPG device 59922.



The MORE TAB gives you access to other  
helpful tools:

1.  Use Settings to choose units of measure, display    

 preferences, and notification preferences.

2. Resources gives you access to documentation and   

 tutorials to help solve issues.

3. Troubleshooting sends a Lifter Data Analysis report

  to WPG for analysis.

4. Use Feedback to enter comments about a lifter, 

 the company, or the app.

5. About App displays which version of the app you are using.

Based on product information at time of publication. Environmental conditions can affect 
product performance and longevity; consult the product instructions on WPG.com or 
contact a Technical Sales Representative for more information. Wood's Powr-Grip products are sold through authorized dealers. 
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WHAT ARE KEY FEATURES OF THE APP?
The GAUGE SCREEN shows you vital information at a glance:

1. Lifter selection dropdown menu displays a lifter image, model name, 

 and serial number.

2.  Vacuum gauge shows levels for each circuit of a lifter's dual vacuum system.  

 The center of the gauge also has color-coding and icons to indicate a lifter’s  

 readiness to lift and warn the operator of a potential hazard. Warnings are 

 accompanied by the app's audio alarm. 

3.  Battery energy-level gauge mirrors the one displayed on a lifter's  

 Intelli-Grip® Control Unit.

4. Lifter mode indicates the current status of the lifter, whether in Attach, 

 Release or Power Save mode.

The INFO SCREEN gives you even more detail into a 
lifter's status:

1.  The Lifter section allows you to edit a lifter's name and 

 shows lifter hardware and software specifications.

2. The Diagnostic Flags section shows you all current 

 diagnostic codes on a lifter.

3. The Vacuum section displays the current level and leak 

 rate of each vacuum circuit.

4. The Battery section shows detailed battery measurements.

5. The Weight section (shown if applicable) monitors load   

 weight, lifter weight, and total weight.

The MAINTENANCE SCREEN allows 
you to track your lifter's performance and 
provides recommendations. 

1.  The Battery section records 12-volt   

 battery and 9-volt battery health.

2. The Vacuum section tracks the leak rates  

 of a vacuum system to ensure safe lifts.

3. The Custom section lets you create   

 maintenance reminders that fit your needs.


